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NEW QUESTION: 1
The P4S company's external routers BGP peer with multiple
service providers and external organizations.
In all situations, the external routers are peered with their

BGP neighbors through directly-connected interfaces. How does
GTSM provide additional security for your BGP speakers?
A. GTSM replaces the TCP 3-way handshake between BGP speakers
on directly connected interfaces.
B. GTSM prevents random TCP resets from being injected into the
BGP data stream.
C. GTSM prevents the processing of BGP packets from devices
that are not on the directly-connected interfaces.
D. GTSM prevents the formation of BGP adjacencies from
unauthorized devices.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer chose to design an architecture where distribution
switches are in VSS and are connected to
access switches using Multichassis Etherchannel. What is the
resulting topology?
A. Ring
B. Star
C. Hybrid
D. Looped
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Match this tip with its design consideration. "Use 1-2 clicks
from theHome page"
A. Record types and page layouts
B. Workflow rules and approvals
C. Reduced clicks
D. Minimized redundant data entry
E. Tab and field naming
F. Search
Answer: C
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